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Eficiencia Energética y Smart Cities
NOTICIAS
¿Le mienten sus Smart Meters cuando le alertan de un corte en la
alimentación?
Publicada en Electric Light & Power - Metering, 23/04/2015.

Whether it's during a coastal hurricane or blue skies, knowing about outages
before customers call can dictate whether utilities achieve top performance in
customer satisfaction, restoration speed and restoration cost. Knowing about
outages before customers call is one of the key desired outcomes of utility
outage and restoration management (ORM) efforts. Feeding outage notifications
from smart meters to the outage management system (OMS) shows promise, but
false positives can cause unintended headaches for utilities. Utilities such as BC
Hydro are leveraging these technologies for outage and restoration notification,
but in a much smarter way.
ver más...

Las Compañías más disrupitvas del mercado eléctrico de EE.UU.
Publicada en GreenTechMedia GTM - Energy Efficiency News, 23/04/2015.

Here are 20 companies that are transforming the electrical power sector. Experts in the power sector often say that if
Thomas Edison were around today, he would easily be able to recognize the American electrical grid, because the
design of the system has essentially remained the same for the past 100 years. But that&rsquo;s starting to change.
The United States; traditional, centralized electrical system is shifting toward a more distributed, responsive grid
driven by technology innovation and evolving customer demands. This next-generation energy system is transforming
utility business models and opening up new opportunities for energy service providers.
ver más...

Científicos del KIT (Alemania) miden importante proceso de
conversión de Luz a Energía
Publicada en http://www.kit.edu, 22/04/2015.

Researchers of Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) have unveiled an
important step in the conversion of light into storable energy: Together with
scientists of the Fritz Haber Institute in Berlin and the Aalto University in
Helsinki/Finland, they studied the formation of so-called polarons in zinc oxide.
The pseudoparticles travel through the photoactive material until they are
converted into electrical or chemical energy at an interface. Their findings that
are of relevance to photovoltaics among others are now published in the
renowned journal Nature Communications.
ver más...
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Eficiencia Energética y Smart Cities
Energía gris (Embodied Energy): nueva frontera para
desarrolladores, inspectores y planificadores
Publicada en http://sustainablecitiescollective.com, 22/04/2015.

No building or development project can be deemed to be environmentally
sustainable without an assessment of its life cycle environmental performance.
This so often fails to be done, or even thought about. But this is changing. A new
report lists resources to help developers, quantity surveyors and planners take
this forward. A crucial aspect of life cycle performance is energy use, i.e. the
embodied energy. Embodied energy refers to the energy used in the
manufacturing of the materials used in the project, in transportation to the site,
construction, maintenance and the removal and disposal or recycling of materials
and restoration of the site at the end of its life.
ver más...

Las tecnologías para las Smart Cities pueden ser vulnerables a los
hackers
Publicada en http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com, 21/04/2015.

Cesar Cerrudo, chief technology officer at IOActive Labs, is shown, at left, in
Washington last year. He has demonstrated how traffic control sensors in major
cities are vulnerable to attack.Credit IOActive Labs. So-called smart cities, with
wireless sensors controlling everything from traffic lights to water management,
may be vulnerable to cyberattacks, according to a computer security expert. Last
year, Cesar Cerrudo, an Argentine security researcher and chief technology
officer at IOActive Labs, demonstrated how 200,000 traffic control sensors
installed in major hubs like Washington; New York; New Jersey; San Francisco;
Seattle; Lyon, France; and Melbourne, Australia, were vulnerable to attack. Mr.
Cerrudo showed how information coming from these sensors could be
intercepted from 1,500 feet away — or even by drone — because one company
had failed to encrypt its traffic.
ver más...
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Madrid, Santander y Valencia, modelos de smart cities para
Latinoamérica
Publicada en www.icex.es, 16/04/2015.

Madrid, Santander y Valencia, modelos de smart cities para Latinoamérica. Fuente: ICEX - 16/04/2015. Jornada
Smart Cities Madrid 2015. Responsables municipales de Chile, México y Perú conocen la tecnología española
implantada en las tres ciudades españolas, que las han convertido en reconocidas ciudades inteligentes. La visita,
organizada por ICEX, tiene lugar entre el 19 y el 24 de abril. En el marco de la estrategia de actuación en el ámbito
de las smart cities, y con el fin de apoyar la internacionalización de las empresas españolas que suministran
servicios y equipos a las municipalidades, ICEX España Exportación e Inversiones organiza una misión de
representantes de municipios de tres mercados latinoamericanos: México, Chile, Perú. Este study tour recorre
Madrid, Santander y Valencia del 19 al 24 de abril.
ver más...

Las grandes entidades financieras dicen que vienen la Solar y las
baterías
Publicada en http://reneweconomy.com.au, 15/04/2015.

In 2014, a chorus of analyses from major financial institutions—including Bank of America, Barclays, Citigroup, Fitch
Ratings, Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, and UBS—found that solar-plus-battery systems pose a real and present
threat to traditional utility business models. Many of them directly cited RMI’s report The Economics of Grid Defection,
which assessed when and where distributed solar-plus-battery systems could reach economic parity with the electric
grid, creating the possibility for defection of utility customers. Their perspectives varied, but all echoed the common
theme of increasing challenges for the current utility business model. However our recently released report, The
Economics of Load Defection, shows a much more likely scenario—one that is coming sooner for more customers in
more places, with arguably far greater implications than grid defection—the migration of load from central systems to
distributed ones, what we call load defection.
ver más...

Las top 15 ciudades del Internet de las Cosas en el mundo
Publicada en http://iot-analytics.com, 14/04/2015.

It is an interesting phenomenon in every industry: Companies cluster in specific
cities or countries. The big global clusters of: Financial firms: New York and
London. Pharmaceutical firms: Switzerland and New Jersey. Automotive
companies: Japan, Michigan, and Germany. Anything web-related: California.
Which are the emerging company clusters of the Internet of Things?
ver más...
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Se crea AIOTI, la Alianza para el Internet de las Cosas
Publicada en Domótica Usuarios, 11/04/2015.

Estos días se ha dado a conocer la creación de una importante entidad dentro
del marco de la celebración del Clúster de Investigación Europea Internet of
Things. En concreto, se ha procedido a darle forma a AIOTI, la Alianza para el
Internet de las Cosas. Se trata de un organismo que tendrá una serie importante
de objetivos. Exactamente, se ocupará de fines que permitirán impulsar y
aumentar las tecnologías y proyectos en materias tales como...
ver más...

Cinco sencillos aparatos que dotarán de inteligencia a tu casa
Publicada en http://www.elconfidencial.com, 10/04/2015.

Popularizar el hogar inteligente es uno de los desafíos de los grandes
fabricantes durante este 2015. El problema es que modernizar una casa para
que pueda interactuar con nuestros dispositivos móviles todavía no está al
alcance de todos los bolsillos. Según el último informe ConsumerLab de
Ericsson sobre tendencias tecnológicas, los consumidores se muestran cada vez
más interesados en aquellos sistemas y sensores que les ayuden a controlar
todo tipo de gastos como el de la luz y el agua. Sin embargo, la consultora
Gartner precisa que, hasta el momento, el concepto de “hogar conectado” está
atrayendo exclusivamente a las clases económicas más pudientes
ver más...

Los Angeles: primera ciudad en implantar luminaria pública LED
controlada por Smartphone
Publicada en LEDinside LED, LED Lighting, LED Price Trends, Global LED News and Market Research - Industry Info, 08/04/2015.

Royal Philips, the global leader in lighting, today announced that the City of Los
Angeles (LA) will become the first city in the world to control its street lighting
through an advanced Philips management system that uses mobile and cloudbased technologies. The new technology confirms LA’s Bureau of Street Lighting
as a trailblazer in next generation LED street lighting with a new solution that
saves energy, reduces maintenance and provides quality lighting that makes
streets safer for LA residents. The technology also supports Mayor Garcetti’s
Great Streets initiative, promoting the revitalization of neighborhoods through
more pedestrian-friendly streets for LA’s citizens. LA has long been at the
forefront of smart city innovations, including adopting new web-based
technologies that will help city administrators better manage city services such as
street lighting.
ver más...
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IoT descubre su potencial en el sector sanitario
Publicada en redestelecom.es, 08/04/2015.

El 90% de las entidades ya están preparadas para implementar soluciones
relacionadas con Internet de las Cosas. Zebra Technologies ha dado a conocer
los resultados de una encuesta sobre Internet of Things (IoT) en el ámbito
sanitario, que muestran que casi la totalidad de empresas encuestadas del
sector (el 96%) está de acuerdo en que IoT será la iniciativa tecnológica más
estratégica que emprenderán esta década. La encuesta, realizada en octubre de
2014 por Forrester Consulting en nombre de Zebra Technologies, mostró que el
90% de los departamentos tecnológicos del sector sanitario están preparados
para llevar a cabo los cambios necesarios para implementar las soluciones IoT.
Otras conclusiones apuntan a que el 52% de los encuestados ya cuenta con
alguna solución de IoT o están ya implementándolas y el 30% tiene planeado
hacerlo a lo largo de este año.
ver más...

El Departamento de Energía de EE.UU. busca feedback para su
programa de Eficiencia Energética
Publicada en Wind and Hydropower Technologies Plan - NEWS, 08/04/2015.

The Energy Department’s Building Technologies Office is developing a new research-to-market plan, focused on
substantially solving three key technical challenges during the next five years. Successfully meeting these critical
challenges will help transform the market for new zero-energy-ready homes and will lead to significant improvement
in the energy efficiency and performance of existing homes across the United States. The Energy Department has
issued a request for information (RFI) to gather industry feedback for three technology-to-market roadmaps that
address technical challenges for the following residential systems in low-load homes: high-performance, moisturemanaged envelope; optimal comfort through heating, ventilation, and air conditioning; and indoor air quality and
ventilation. Feedback from this RFI will be used to develop a new Building America Research-to-Market Plan and
develop future Building America funding opportunity announcements. The deadline is April 30. See the RFI and the
Building Technologies Office website.
ver más...

Las carga inductiva más cercana a los usuarios de vehículos
eléctricos gracias al proyecto Europeo UNPLUGGED
Publicada en http://cordis.europa.eu, 08/04/2015.

UNPLUGGED has investigated how the use of this inductive charging in urban environments improves the
convenience and sustainability of electric mobility, developing a flexible quick wireless charging system so that the
battery of an electric vehicle, can be charged without needing to leave the car. The project has been a European
initiative supported by the Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) where 17 partners have been involved. The
European project UNPLUGGED has come to an end having achieved the development and construction of an
inductive quick charging station for electric vehicles. This project is a European initiative that in the past two years
and a half has developed the quick wireless charging of electric vehicles and has investigated how the use of this
inductive charging in urban environments improves the convenience and sustainability of electric mobility.
ver más...
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Alemania construye una ciudad solar que produce cuatro veces la
energía que consume
Publicada en www.inquisitr.com, 04/04/2015.

When it comes to clean energy, most people in green communities believe the
future of power usage will be solar energy. Initially, such a belief would only be
delegated to a dream given the fact that the first solar panels were arguably
insufficient in proficiency.That is no longer an issue as the Inquisitr previously
reported numerous upgrades solar panels have gone through over the years,
especially one in which they look just like glass panels for windows.
Nevertheless, some countries are not waiting for the window-like solar panels to
be assimilated into green tech as certain countries like Peru and Bangladesh aim
to be countries living off of older designs of said solar panels.
ver más...

Nuevo tipo de cristal inteligente cambia de color y produce
electricidad
Publicada en http://m.phys.org/, 04/04/2015.

(Phys.org)—A team of researchers working at the Georgia Institute of
Technology has developed a type of smart-glass that not only changes color, but
creates electricity. They have published a description of their work and the glass
they have produced and some ideas on what the new kind of glass might be
used for in their paper published in ACS Nano. Many types of smart-glass have
been created, some that display a tint when it gets sunny out, others that change
to prevent heat from coming in, etc. In this new effort, the researchers sought to
add something new—production of electricity. Realizing that many types of glass
are subjected to rain and wind, they sought to find a way to coat a window that
would take advantage of triboelectrics—capturing the energy in static electricity
that occurs when two materials meet.
ver más...
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Rápida caída en el coste de los paquetes de baterías para vehículo
eléctrico
Publicada en www.nature.com, 01/04/2015.

To properly evaluate the prospects for commercially competitive battery electric
vehicles (BEV) one must have accurate information on current and predicted cost
of battery packs. The literature reveals that costs are coming down, but with large
uncertainties on past, current and future costs of the dominating Li-ion
technology1, 2, 3. This paper presents an original systematic review, analysing
over 80 different estimates reported 2007–2014 to systematically trace the costs
of Li-ion battery packs for BEV manufacturers. We show that industry-wide cost
estimates declined by approximately 14% annually between 2007 and 2014, from
above US$1,000 per kWh to around US$410 per kWh, and that the cost of
battery packs used by market-leading BEV manufacturers are even lower, at
US$300 per kWh, and has declined by 8% annually.
ver más...
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EMPRESAS Y MERCADOS
Zonoff trabaja con D-Link para expandir el soporte de cámara Wi-Fi
Publicada en http://zonoff.com, 25/04/2015.

Available Now as Part of the Staples Connect Home and Office Automation
System, Zonoff’s Platform Expansion Delivers the Industry’s Most Robust
Offering of Cameras to Date. MALVERN, PA– Apr 25, 2014 - Zonoff, a software
company that powers the “brains” of the connected home, today announced a
robust expansion of camera support across its white-label home automation
platform sold through channel partners. With the addition of D-Link’s HD Mini
Bullet Outdoor IP Camera (DCS-7010L) and the 360 degree IP Camera (DCS6010L), Zonoff extends its industry leading platform to offer the most
comprehensive ecosystem of officially supported cameras in the connected
home market, including a range of indoor, outdoor, pan/tilt/zoom, and panoramic
models.
ver más...

TALIS Group escoge a la red de IoT de SIGFOX para proyecto de
Smart-City
Publicada en www.policychargingcontrol.com, 18/04/2015.

TALIS, a global leader in equipment and solutions for water-flow control, has
selected SIGFOX Internet of Things (IoT) connectivity for its new smart-city fire
hydrant monitoring solution. Called COPERNIC, the solution allows water utility
officials and companies to monitor the status of thousands of fire hydrants 24/7 to
assure proper functioning and to protect against water theft. An electronic
module installed on the hydrant sends SMS or email alerts via the SIGFOX
network when the hydrant is opened, closed, tampered with or when it is not
functioning properly. According to SIGFOX, its cellular, ultra-narrowband (UNB)
network has been exclusively designed for small messages that will meet the
needs of the vast majority of objects connected to the IoT.
ver más...
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El grupo alemán Juwi entra en el mercado turco de las renovables
con proyecto solar fotovoltaico
Publicada en Global Solar Technology_ Solar Manufacturing News, 16/04/2015.

The German juwi Group, one of the world’s leading project developer in the field of renewable energies, has
expanded its international footprint. In the Municipality of Denizli, about 200 kilometers northwest of Antalya, the
specialist for climate-friendly energy generation is currently constructing the company’s first project in Turkey. The
seven individual PV solar power plants have a combined capacity of 7.4 MW and are scheduled to be connected to
the grid early this summer. The EPC-project was commissioned by Karine Enerji.
ver más...

Conector de cables para vehículos de Soriau
Publicada en Power Electronics Technology , 14/04/2015.

The SOURIAU (part of Esterline Connection Technologies) WME cable
connector series is uniquely approved by the EN 16330 for both outside and
inside cabin connectivity. This European Standard applies to power systems,
drive implements and attachments such as street cleaning brushes, snow plows,
etc. The purpose of this standard is to ensure interchangeability of vehicles and
implements to resolve both the compatibility issue and ensure safety of the
installers and workers. The WME Series services a wide field of harsh
environment applications from winter and road service vehicles to agricultural,
mining and mobile machinery.
ver más...

SolarCity en consorcio con la compañía de termostatos inteligentes
Nest de Google
Publicada en PVTech_PV Module, 14/04/2015.

SolarCity has announced a new partnership with smart-metering company Nest, starting with an offer of 10,000 Nest
thermostats to new customers in California. The firm is building connections with the Nest Learning Thermostat to
improve solar integration capabilities and generate extras savings for homeowners.In the long-term, the company
plans to be able to regulate home air conditioners, pool pumps and other appliances based on the availability of solar
power. The move is part of a wider trend for solar companies eager to add consumer-friendly energy services to their
offering.
ver más...
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Cerner y Qualcomm colaboran en sistemas de monitoreo de salud
en el hogar
Publicada en DeviceSpace, 12/04/2015.

Cerner and Qualcomm Collaborate to Advance Remote Home Health Monitoring KANSAS CITY, Mo. and SAN
DIEGO, April 13, 2015 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Cerner Corp. (Nasdaq:CERN) and Qualcomm Life, Inc., a subsidiary
of Qualcomm Incorporated (Nasdaq:QCOM), today announced an agreement to extend Cerner's industry leading
medical device connectivity capabilities beyond the hospital to the home. Cerner will leverage Qualcomm Life's FDA
listed 2net™ Platform and Hub to seamlessly capture data from medical devices and sensors within a patient's home,
and transmit it to Cerner health care clients through Cerner's CareAware® device connectivity platform. Through this
initiative, care providers can remotely monitor chronically ill patients in near real-time to enable proactive engagement
to potentially reduce the risk of an acute care episode.Qualcomm Life's 2net Platform collects, stores and aggregates
patient data from connected medical devices provided to the patient, such as weight scales, blood pressure monitors
and pulse oximeters. These data values will transmit via CareAware® to the Cerner Millennium® electronic health
record (EHR) and is viewable to the patient in HealtheLife?, Cerner's patient engagement solution. Extending
CareAware to integrate devices within the home to the patient's EHR will provide health care organizations a more
comprehensive view in their efforts to focus on chronic condition management, reduce readmissions and improve
patient health and satisfaction.
ver más...

La empresa domótica smanos desvela sus productos WiFi en CeBIT
2015 de Hanover 2015
Publicada en Home Toys, 12/04/2015.

smanos, a trendsetting innovator and dynamic developer of wireless smart home and DIY security systems, proudly
brought its brand new WiFi and GSM portfolio to CeBIT in Hanover from Mar 16~20. The smanos smart home
portfolio speaks minimalistic elegance, self-installation and self-monitoring, and was available at Hanover Fair
Grounds in Hall 15 Planet Reseller at Booth G65. From WiFi, cellular, app-enabled alarm and automation systems to
remote energy, security and health management, smanos solutions cater to today's mobile-driven lifestyles and everevolving residential needs, and ensure property owners have complete control, comfort and visual confirmation right
at their fingertips within a few short minutes and easy swipes and taps.
ver más...
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Infineon ofrece transistores IGBT de alta eficiencia en Vehículos
eléctricos e híbridos
Publicada en Power Electronics Technology , 10/04/2015.

Infineon Technologies AG announced a family of robust 650 V IGBTs that can
deliver highest efficiency in fast switching automotive applications. The AEC-Qqualified TRENCHSTOP™5 AUTO IGBTs will reduce power losses and improve
reliability in electric vehicle (EV) and hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) applications
such as on-board charging, power factor correction (PFC), DC/DC and DC/AC
conversion. The new IGBTs have a blocking voltage 50 V higher than previous
automotive IGBTs and achieve their 'best-in-class' efficiency ratings due to
Infineon's TRENCHSTOP 5 thin wafer technology. Compared with existing 'stateof-the-art' technologies, this technology reduces saturation voltage (V CE(sat)) by
200 mV, halves switching losses, and lowers gate charge by a factor of 2.5.
Improved switching and conduction losses also support lower junction and case
temperatures than alternative technologies, leading to enhanced device reliability
and minimizing the need for cooling.
ver más...

Los climatizadores inalámbricos HVAC de EcoNet reciben
certificación de SmartThings
Publicada en Home Toys, 09/04/2015.

CLEARWATER, Fla., April 9, 2015 -- EcoNet Controls of Clearwater Florida, a manufacturer of Home Automation
Devices, has received the "Works with SmartThings" stamp of approval for its EV100 series of Z-Wave HVAC vents.
A basic configuration of EcoNet's wireless vents and a SmartThings controller adds convenience and improved
HVAC comfort and efficiency to the standard home. The EV100 joins a growing list of IOT devices that are
compatible with SmartThings.
ver más...

AvaLAN Wireless celebra el día del IoT con soluciones de Energía
Solar remotas
Publicada en Home Toys, 09/04/2015.

Madison, AL - April 9, 2015 - AvaLAN Wireless, leaders in secure, fail-proof wireless connectivity, today announced
the availability of their new remote solar power kits. These Remote Power Kits are designed for applications where
power is needed but unavailable. "The AvaLAN Wireless Remote Power Kits are a great way to power and connect
our long range wireless solutions," said Matt Nelson, CEO of AvaLAN Wireless. The solar panel kits are complete
systems that include the electronics and solar panels and mounting accessories. The Powder Coated Aluminum
NEMA 4X-IP65 rated, lockable enclosure has space inside for batteries, cables and controls, and plenty of extra
space for electronic equipment.
ver más...
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Silver Spring Networks seleccionado para despliegue de la Smart
City de Paris
Publicada en Electric Light & Power - Smart Grid, 09/04/2015.

Silver Spring Networks announced an expansion of its relationship with EVESA, the operator responsible for
managing the street light and traffic control systems in the city of Paris, to deploy a citywide canopy network
connecting the above-ground and subterranean cabinet-based controllers for street and traffic lights across the city,
including such iconic neighborhoods as the Louvre, Hotel-de-Ville, Palais-Bourbon, Elysee, the Bourse, and
remaining arrondissements. “With more than 2 million citizens and 16 million annual visitors, modernizing the public
lighting infrastructure for ‘The City of Lights’ while preserving its world-renowned aesthetic is a crucial undertaking.
We are excited to now complete the first phase of our project and extend our relationship with EVESA to deploy a
smart city canopy network across Paris,” said Scott Lang, Chairman, President and CEO, Silver Spring Networks.
“EVESA’s diligent planning and intense technology testing help ensure the citizens of Paris receive a globally proven,
highly reliable, and secure smart city solution.”
ver más...

El Hornillo inteligente de Meld Knob ajusta automáticamente el
quemador: Cocinado perfecto todo el tiempo
Publicada en Techtimes, 08/04/2015.

Meld merges sensors with cookware and stovetops, allowing part-time chefs to
cook their meals right every time. The product just launched on Kickstarter and it
has already smashed its $50,000 goal. The Meld product includes a knob and a
clip. The knob sits in place of one of the stove's dial, while the clip attaches to
cookware to gauge temperature. The Meld knob can adjust or maintain the
temperature of cookware and the food inside it. The knob can also be adjusted
manually. With the product's companion app, available for both Android and iOS,
users can issue orders on specific temperature - and the Meld will comply.
ver más...

La Z-Wave Alliance domina la feria ISC West 2015 de Las Vegas con
soluciones de seguridad en hogares inteligentes
Publicada en Home Toys, 08/04/2015.

From IoT cloud solutions to complimentary devices like smoke and water sensors, Z-Wave Alliance members exhibit
smart home security innovations in first-ever ISC West pavilion. Las Vegas, NV -- ISC West 2015, Booth 28065 -April 7, 2015 --The Z-Wave Alliance, an open consortium of leading global companies deploying Z-Wave, the world's
largest ecosystem of wireless control products and services, will exhibit for the first time ever at ISC West, hosting a
range of manufacturers in the Z-Wave Alliance Pavilion. With over 1300 certified products, 300 member companies
and more than 35 million devices installed worldwide, Z-Wave continues to be the wireless technology of choice for
the security and smart home markets.
ver más...
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PATENTES
US2015107581 (A1) Colector solar con cristal aislante y edificio
usando energía solar para calentar y enfriar
Publicada en Espacenet_Patentes sobre energía solar fotovoltaica, 22/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): LIN HUAZI[CA]; W & E INT CANADA CORP[CA] +
A building using solar energy for heating and cooling without any air conditioning equipment is disclosed. The building
comprises a fluid channel arranged for a fluid to transfer absorbed solar heat, a solar heat storage bank to store and
supply the solar heat, and a mechanism for directing and controlling the flow of the fluid throughout the building. A
insulating glass style solar heat collector (IGSHC) and building element comprises a insulating glass or the like; a
solar heat absorber is arranged in hollow space of the insulating glass, and separates the space into two subspaces;
a fluid channel is connected to the solar heat absorber; the channel connected to a convergent tube; and an air inlet
and an air outlet are provided for drawing heated air out from one of the divided subspaces, each of the air inlet and
air outlet has a respective cover for closing or opening the air channel.
ver más...

US2015109031 (A1) Transistor RC-IGBT con diodo de carburo de
silicio
Publicada en Espacenet_Power Electronic, 22/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): ABB TECHNOLOGY AG[CH] +
A semiconductor module as disclosed can include a reverse conducting transistor, with a gate, a collector and an
emitter providing a reverse conducting diode between collector and emitter; at least one freewheeling diode
connected antiparallel to the transistor having a forward voltage drop higher than the reverse conducting diode during
a static state; and a controller to turn the transistor on and off. The controller can apply a pulse to the transistor gate
before the reverse conducting diode enters a blocking state, such that when the reverse conducting diode enters the
blocking state, a forward voltage drop of the reverse conducting diode is higher than of the at least one freewheeling
diode.
ver más...

US2015109050 (A1) Método para operar un Transistor IGBT
Publicada en Espacenet_electrónica de potencia, 22/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES AG[DE] +
According to an embodiment of a method, a semiconductor device is operated in a reverse biased unipolar mode
before operating the semiconductor device in an off-state in a forward biased mode. The semiconductor device
includes at least one floating parasitic region disposed outside a cell region of the device.
ver más...
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WO2015054241 (A2) Métodos de notificación visuales y auditivos
para detección de peligros en hogar inteligente
Publicada en Espacenet_Patentes, 15/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): GOOGLE INC[US] +
Hazard detector for providing a pre-alarm of a developing hazardous condition includes a detection module that
detects a hazard level of smoke or carbon monoxide, a storage module that stores a pre-alarm threshold and an
emergency threshold, a light source that generates light in a first color, a second color, and a third color, a speaker
that generates an audible sound, a horn that generates an audible alarm that a higher volume than the speaker, and
a processing module. The processing module receives the detected hazard level and compares it with the prealarm
threshold and the emergency threshold. The processing module determines that the hazard level is greater than the
pre-alarm threshold and less than the emergency threshold and generates an audible pre-alarm speech via the
speaker that warns of the developing hazardous condition. The processing module also activates the light source in
the second color.
ver más...

US2015096552 (A1) Sistema colector lineal de energía solar y
sistema generador de energía solar
Publicada en Espacenet_Patentes sobre energía solar fotovoltaica, 08/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): SATOH TATSUYA[JP]; SUZUKI MITSUO[JP]; MASUDA KOJI[JP];
UEDA TAKESHI[JP]; NAGAO KAZUYA[JP]; KITABAYASHI JUNICHI[JP];
TAMAURA YUTAKA[JP]; KANEKO HIROSHI[JP] +
A linear solar energy collector system includes reflective lines arranged in
parallel in a south-north direction, heliostats mounted on the reflective lines,
respectively, each comprised of mirror segments to reflect solar radiation, a light
receiving line set above the reflective lines in a east-west direction, a receiver
mounted on the light receiving line, to receive light reflected from the heliostats
and collect heat from the light, and an angular adjuster to adjust angles of the
mirror segments individually to irradiate a same light receiving area on the
receiver with the reflected light from east-west neighboring reflective lines and
thereby adjust a concentration ratio.
ver más...
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US2015096554 (A1) Sistema de calefacción solar central de agua
(CSWHS) para típico edificio de pisos
Publicada en Espacenet_Patentes sobre energía solar fotovoltaica, 08/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): BLUMENFELD MOSHE[IL] +
Systems and methods for solar fluid heating in a multi-story building. A system in accordance with an aspect of the
present disclosure includes solar collectors installed in solar-facing walls of the multi-story building, in which fluid
receives thermal energy from the solar collectors. The system also includes fluid storage vessels. The system further
includes a circulating pump coupled to the solar collectors to circulate the heated fluid between the solar collectors
and the fluid storage vessels on a floor of the multi-story building.
ver más...

US2015097435 (A1) Aparato Para conmutación bidireccional de
energía de sistemas de distribución de baja tensión para Vehículos
Publicada en Espacenet_Power Electronic, 08/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): BAE SYS INF & ELECT SYS INTEG[US] +
A plurality of modules each including at least a pair of series connected power MOSFETs are configured between a
plurality of DC voltage sources, and a plurality output terminals for connection to respective loads, are controlled for
selectively applying power to the loads via time delay switching incorporating forward biased intrinsic diodes of the
MOSFETs in a given current path during initial application of power to a load, whereby a predetermined period of time
after turning on one of the series connected MOSFETs, the associated other MOSFET is turned on to shunt its
intrinsic diode for reducing the resistance in the current path to maximize current flow. The configuration of the
plurality of power MOSFETs is also controlled for selectively providing bi-directional current flow between said
plurality of DC voltage sources.
ver más...

US2015097501 (A1) Sistema de conversión de energía para vehículo
eléctrico
Publicada en Espacenet_Power Electronic, 08/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): SAMSUNG SDI CO LTD[KR] +
An electric vehicle power conversion system may include an exclusive discharge circuit for discharging stored
charges of a smoothing condenser. The electric vehicle power conversion system may also include a discharge
controller for driving a DC/DC converter if a control circuit for controlling the electric vehicle power conversion system
detects a fault of an exclusive discharge circuit, such that the stored charges of the smoothing condenser may be
supplied to auxiliary devices or a DC auxiliary power supply and be discharged therethrough.

ver más...
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US2015097527 (A1) Vehículo plug-in con convertidor DC-DC
secundario
Publicada en Espacenet_Power Electronic, 08/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): FORD GLOBAL TECH LLC[US] +
A vehicle includes a traction battery, an auxiliary battery, a charger, and two DC-DC converters. A first DC-DC
converter is connected between the traction battery and the auxiliary battery through a main contactor. A second DCDC converter is connected between the charger and the auxiliary battery. The charger is configured to charge the
auxiliary battery via the second DC-DC converter when the charger is receiving power. The second DC-DC converter
is configured to charge the auxiliary battery when the first DC-DC converter is disconnected from the traction battery.
The second DC-DC converter can charge the auxiliary battery independent of the charger charging the traction
battery. The second DC-DC converter may be configured to generally maximize power conversion efficiency in a
range of power outputs associated with charging the auxiliary battery.
ver más...

US2015097543 (A1) Regulador de Tensión
Publicada en Espacenet_Power Electronic, 08/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): SEIKO INSTR INC[JP] +
Provided is a voltage regulator including a leakage current correction circuit capable of keeping the accuracy of an
output voltage of the voltage regulator even when an output voltage of a reference voltage circuit is decreased due to
the influence of a leakage current. The voltage regulator includes: a reference voltage circuit configured to output a
reference voltage; an output transistor configured to output an output voltage; a voltage divider circuit configured to
divide the output voltage to output a feedback voltage; an error amplifier circuit configured to amplify a difference
between the reference voltage and the feedback voltage, and output the amplified difference to control a gate of the
output transistor; and a leakage current correction circuit connected to an output terminal of the voltage divider circuit.
The leakage current correction circuit is configured to decrease the feedback voltage to prevent the output voltage
from dropping at high temperature.
ver más...

US2015097689 (A1) Unidad de detección de peligros para facilitar la
conveniente instalación de una pluralidad de instancias en hogar
inteligente
Publicada en Espacenet_Patentes, 08/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): GOOGLE INC[US] +
include using an application on a mobile device to establish first wireless communications with a first hazard detector
that was previously paired with the user account. The method may also include transmitting, to the first hazard
detector and using the first wireless protocol, a transmission that instructs the first hazard detector to establish
second wireless communications with a second hazard detector, where the second wireless communications use a
second wireless protocol. The method may additionally include transmitting network credentials to the first hazard
detector using the first wireless protocol, where the credentials are then sent from the first hazard detector to the
second hazard detector using the second wireless protocol, such that the second hazard detector can pair with the
user account using the first wireless protocol.
ver más...
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US2015098227 (A1) Módulo de fuente de luz de luminaria para
vehículo
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 08/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): HYUNDAI MOTOR CO LTD[KR] +
A light source module of a lamp for a vehicle, may include an LED light source, a PCB substrate configured to control
a supply of current to the LED light source, and a film coupled to a front surface of the PCB substrate, integrally
formed with a plurality of reflecting protrusions and implementing a 3D image while reflecting light from the LED light
source toward an outer lens.
ver más...

US2015098233 (A1) Dispositivo guía de luz para faros de vehículos
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 08/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): HSU CHEN-WEI[TW] +
A light guiding device for a headlight includes a casing, a light guiding tube and a cover. The light guiding tube is
connected to the front of the casing and the cover is connected to the casing. The light guiding tube is composed of a
silicone tube and two Light Emitting Diode tubes. The silicone tube is made by silicone which allows light beams to
evenly pass. The silicone tube has a flat surface formed on an underside thereof and a curved surface formed on the
top thereof The silicone tube has a room defined therein and at least one passage is defined through the silicone
tube. The two Light Emitting Diode tubes each have multiple Light Emitting Diodes and are located in the room. The
light beams generated from the Light Emitting Diodes evenly pass through the silicone tube to provide illumination
and warning features.
ver más...

US2015098235 (A1) Dispositivo de refrigeración para faros de
vehículos
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 08/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): FUJIKURA LTD[JP] +
A cooling device for cooling an LED of vehicle headlight without restricting a design of a housing is provided. The
cooling device is comprised of an LED held in a housing sealed with a lens, a reflector that reflects a light emitted
from the light source, a heat collector on which the LED is mounted, a heat sink disposed behind the reflector, and a
pair of heat pipes thermally connecting the heat collector and the heat sink. The heat sink is arranged inside of the
housing.

ver más...
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US2015099206 (A1) Sistema de batería Redox de flujo para
almacenamiento de energía distribuida
Publicada en Espacenet_Patentes sobre energía solar fotovoltaica, 08/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): ENERVAULT CORP[US] +
A large stack redox flow battery system provides a solution to the energy storage
challenge of many types of renewable energy systems. Independent reaction
cells arranged in a cascade configuration are configured according to state of
charge conditions expected in each cell. The large stack redox flow battery
system can support multi-megawatt implementations suitable for use with power
grid applications. Thermal integration with energy generating systems, such as
fuel cell, wind and solar systems, further maximize total energy efficiency. The
redox flow battery system can also be scaled down to smaller applications, such
as a gravity feed system suitable for small and remote site applications.
ver más...

US2015100167 (A1) Sistema de control de Hogar Inteligente con
Sistema de climatización HVAC dependiente de respuestas a
detección de eventos peligrosos
Publicada en Espacenet_Patentes, 08/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): GOOGLE INC[US] +
Systems and methods for controlling a climate control system of a smart-home environment that includes a plurality
of smart devices are provided. One method includes detecting, with a hazard detector of the smart devices, a level of
carbon monoxide (CO) at the hazard detector that exceeds a threshold CO level at a location of the hazard detector,
determining, by one of the smart devices, that the climate control system includes a combustion based heat source,
and in response to the detecting and the determination, transmitting, by a system controller of the climate control
system, a first signal to turn off at least one aspect of the climate control system.
ver más...

WO2015049415 (A1) Transformador de tensión para fuente de
alimentación para luminarias LED
Publicada en Espacenet_LED, 08/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): LESKINEN KIMMO[FI] +
Voltage transformer (A) and rectifier (B1), (B2) meant for power supply for LED lamps wherein the mentioned
transformer (A) comprises a three-phase primary winding and at least two three-phase secondary windings wherein
the outputs (1u, 1 v, 1 w) and (2u, 2v, 2w) of the mentioned secondary windings are connected to the rectifiers (B1)
and (B2). The secondary windings are divided for several primary windings with various phases and are connected
with various connections between outputs of the secondary windings in order to create the desired phase differences
or the secondary windings have each their own primary winding wherein the connections between the outputs of the
secondary windings have a characteristic, desired phase difference.
ver más...
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WO2015050360 (A1) Dispositivo de transmisión de energía
inalámbrico para vehículo y método de carga inalámbrico
Publicada en Espacenet_TELECO, 08/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): HANRIM POSTECH CO LTD[KR] +
A wireless power transmission device for a vehicle and a wireless charging method are provided. The wireless
charging method by the wireless power transmission device for a vehicle can comprise the steps of: transmitting a
signal for detection of a wireless power reception device by using a lower frequency band than an operating
frequency band used to control the vehicle; receiving a response signal to the transmitted signal and a power control
signal from the wireless power reception device; controlling an operating frequency and/or a voltage in the wireless
power transmission device for the vehicle according to the power control signal; and transmitting wireless power to
the wireless power reception device.
ver más...

AU2013319925 (A1) Acristalamiento laminado con reflexión
coloreada y alta transmitancia solar adecuado para sistemas de
energía solar
Publicada en Espacenet_Patentes sobre energía solar fotovoltaica, 01/04/2015.

Laminated and etched glazing unit for architectural integration of solar energy
systems comprising a substrate delimited by two main faces and a multi-layered
interference filter also delimited by two main faces, one main face of said
substrate being adapted to be in contact with an incident medium, the other main
face being in contact with a main face of said interference filter, the other main
face of said interference filter being adapted to be in contact with an exit medium;
said incident medium having a refractive index n
ver más...

US2015095045 (A1) Método y sistema para entorno de tratamiento
por radiación de alta energía móbil
Publicada en Espacenet_medical devices, 01/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): VARIAN MED SYS INC[US] +
The present invention is directed to a method, system, and article of manufacture of a treatment environment engine
on a mobile device to allow performance of workflow tasks inside of a high radiation medical procedure room. The
treatment environment engine comprises a capturing module, a synchronization module, and a medical device
control console component for capturing data (e.g., images or text) on the mobile device inside the medical procedure
room and synchronizing the data via a wireless network with a medical device control console located outside the
medical procedure room.
ver más...
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WO2015047636 (A1) Enfoque "gamificado" para control de
eficiencia energética de edificio
Publicada en Esp@cenet_Domótica, 01/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): SIEMENS INDUSTRY INC[US] +
An approach is provided for promoting desired behavior when accessing and using building automation systems.
Individual users and groups of users of the environmental control devices may have access for modifying points while
being identifiable to the building automation system, and gaming approaches may be employed to change undesired
actions or reward desired actions. Desired actions may include energy efficient operations, life or fire safety, and
security activities, such as turning down a thermostate, turning off lights and other appliances, closing blinds, and
arming a security system.
ver más...

WO2015047638 (A1) Uso de geo-vallado perimetral para control de
eficiencia energética de edificio
Publicada en Esp@cenet_Domótica, 01/04/2015.

Solicitante(s): SIEMENS INDUSTRY INC[US] +
A method and system of associating the personal remote mobile communications devices of occupants with the room
and spaces they occupy in a building or other facility and generating commands to a building automation system
based on changes in the location of the mobile communications devices relative to the associated room or space.
ver más...
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PUBLICACIONES CIENTÍFICAS
A review of indices for assessing visual comfort with a view to their
use in optimization processes to support building integrated design
Publicada en ScienceDirect_LED, 11/04/2015.

In the last decades, several studies aimed at assessing some specified aspects of visual comfort characterizing the
relationship between the human needs and the light environment, such as an available amount of light, light
uniformity, light quality in rendering colors, and predicting the risk of glare for space occupants. For each of them, a
(still growing) number of indices and metrics have been proposed in the literature and standards. In the present work,
they are described, categorized according to common features, and finally discussed. As in the case of long-term
thermal comfort indices, such visual comfort indices and their summation over a specified calculation period might be
used for driving optimization processes to support a more conscious integrated design of buildings. To that purpose,
the choice among the available visual comfort indices needs to be informed by an analysis of their features and
implications. We present recommendations for use, and suggest areas where improvement is needed for their use in
optimization processes to support buildings design.
ver más...

3D as-is building energy modeling and diagnostics: A review of the
state-of-the-art
Publicada en ScienceDirect_Publications, 11/04/2015.

To achieve ambitious cuts in energy consumptions of the building sector, recent efforts have focused on devising
methods that can provide accurate representation of the as-is conditions for existing buildings and in turn increase
the quality and effectiveness of building retrofits. Today, 3D geometrical models produced by computer vision and
laser scanning methods can be used as the basis of energy modeling purposes. Several methods are also introduced
to facilitate the diagnostics and measurement of the thermal and other environmental conditions. To this end, this
paper extensively reviews the state-of-the-art techniques that can semi-automatically or automatically create as-is
geometrical and thermal models for building energy modeling and retrofit assessment purposes. It also provides an
overview on the main algorithms used by these methods for representing spatio-thermal point clouds, automatically
converting these point clouds into semantic Building Information Models (BIM) in gbXML format for as-is energy
modeling purposes, and also contrasting them with expected energy performance models.
ver más...
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Energy Efficient Agent Function Block: A semantic agent approach
to IEC 61499 function blocks in energy efficient building automation
systems
Publicada en ScienceDirect_Publications, 11/04/2015.

Automation plays a vital role in improving energy efficiency in buildings. Building Automation Systems (BASs) are
drastically growing in size and complexity. The traditional centralized automation systems cannot suitably address
this growth due to insufficient flexibility and scalability. IEC 61499 Function Block (FB) is a promising software
paradigm for industrial automation that addresses these complexities because of its object-oriented, event-driven and
distributed paradigm. However, efficient energy management in a heterogeneous system comprising of many energy
consuming components, functioning in highly dynamic and partially predictable environments, requires a higher level
of intelligence that FB currently does not possess. To cope with this issue, a software entity called 2eA-FB has been
introduced by combining FB, intelligent software agent and semantic web technologies. Being capable of field-level
control, communication and reasoning over semantically enriched domain knowledge, 2eA-FB bridges the gap
between management and automation layers of BAS and controls the energy consumption for individual energy
consuming components, separately and intelligently. This in turn results in more efficient overall energy consumption
for the whole system.
ver más...

Evaluating synergistic effect of optimally controlling commercial
building thermal mass portfolios
Publicada en ScienceDirect_Publications, 11/04/2015.

In order to achieve a sustainable energy future, advanced control paradigms will be critical at both building and grid
levels to achieve harmonious integration of energy resources. This research explores the potential for synergistic
effects that may exist through communal coordination of commercial building operations. A framework is presented
for diurnal planning of multi-building thermal mass and HVAC system operational strategies in consideration of realtime energy prices, peak demand charges, and ancillary service revenues. Optimizing buildings as a portfolio
achieved up to seven additional percentage points of cost savings over individually optimized cases, depending on
the simulation case study. The magnitude and nature of synergistic effect was ultimately dependent upon the portfolio
construction, grid market design, and the conditions faced by buildings when optimized individually. Enhanced energy
and cost savings opportunities were observed by taking the novel perspective of optimizing building portfolios in
multiple grid markets, motivating the pursuit of future smart grid advancements that take a holistic and communal
vantage point.
ver más...
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How secure is your building?
Publicada en ScienceDirect_Publications, 11/04/2015.

Buildings today often incorporate the use of a building automation system, which provides automated centralised
control of systems such as heating, ventilation, air conditioning and lighting. Buildings that employ such systems are
often referred to as smart buildings. According to AutomatedBuildings, a smart building is defined as one that
incorporates “the use of networked technology, embedded within architecture to monitor and control elements of the
architecture for exchange of information between users, systems and buildings.” So-called smart buildings make use
of networked technology to connect a broad range of systems to central management consoles for more efficient
operation. This use of networked technology has advantages for security as well, enabling feeds from security
controls to be fed into the central management system so that anomalies in traffic flows can be seen and remedial
action taken in an efficient, automated manner, as Colin Tankard of Digital Pathways explains.
ver más...

Integration of discriminative and generative models for activity
recognition in smart homes
Publicada en ScienceDirect_Publications, 11/04/2015.

Activity recognition in smart homes enables the remote monitoring of elderly and patients. In healthcare systems,
reliability of a recognition model is of high importance. Limited amount of training data and imbalanced number of
activity instances result in over-fitting thus making recognition models inconsistent. In this paper, we propose an
activity recognition approach that integrates the distance minimization (DM) and probability estimation (PE)
approaches to improve the reliability of recognitions. DM uses distances of instances from the mean representation of
each activity class for label assignment. DM is useful in avoiding decision biasing towards the activity class with
majority instances; however, DM can result in over-fitting. PE on the other hand has good generalization abilities. PE
measures the probability of correct assignments from the obtained distances, while it requires a large amount of data
for training. We apply data oversampling to improve the representation of classes with less number of instances.
Support vector machine (SVM) is applied to combine the outputs of both DM and PE, since SVM performs better with
imbalanced data and further improves the generalization ability of the approach. The proposed approach is evaluated
using five publicly available smart home datasets. The results demonstrate better performance of the proposed
approach compared to the state-of-the-art activity recognition approaches.

ver más...
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Smart grid and smart building inter-operation using agent-based
particle swarm optimization
Publicada en ScienceDirect_Publications, 11/04/2015.

Future power systems require a change from a “vertical” to a “horizontal” structure, in which the customer plays a
central role. As buildings represent a substantial aggregation of energy consumption, the intertwined operation of the
future power grid and the built environment is crucial to achieve energy efficiency and sustainable goals. This
transition toward a so-called smart grid (SG) requires advanced building energy management systems (BEMS) to
cope with the highly complex interaction between two environments. This paper proposes an agent-based approach
to optimize the inter-operation of the SG-BEMS framework. Furthermore a computational intelligence technique, i.e.
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), is used to maximize both comfort and energy efficiency. Numerical results from
an integrated simulation show that the operation of the building can be dynamically changed to support the voltage
control of the local power grid, without jeopardizing the building main function, i.e. comfort provision.
ver más...

Time series distance-based methods for non-intrusive load
monitoring in residential buildings
Publicada en ScienceDirect_Publications, 11/04/2015.

Non-intrusive load monitoring (NILM) deals with the disaggregation of individual appliances from the total load at the
smart meter level. This work proposes a generic methodology using temporal sequence classification algorithms. It is
based on a low sampling rate unlike other approaches in this domain. An innovative time series distance-based
approach in the temporal classification domain is compared with a standard NILM application based on the hidden
Markov model (HMM) algorithm. The method is validated over a data-set of 100 houses for a duration of 1 year (with
a 10<hsp sp="0.25"/>min sampling rate). A qualitative analysis of the database is also conducted, allowing to
segment it into four major clusters based on discussed features.
ver más...
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Modelling and simulation of Building-Integrated solar thermal
systems: Behaviour of the coupled building/system configuration
Publicada en Science Direct_Publicaciones Fotovoltaica, 11/04/2015.

In the building sector there is a new tendency to integrate solar thermal technologies into buildings. These systems
are known as Building-Integrated Solar Thermal (BIST) and offer several advantages in comparison with the BuildingAdded (BA) installations. The present study is a critical review on modelling of BIST systems and also covers other
types of BI solar configurations such as Photovoltaic (PV) and Photovoltaic/Thermal (PVT) in order to provide a better
view of the literature. For some instances where the model and/or the system are interesting, BA systems are also
cited. The studies are presented into groups, depending on the type of modelling (energetic, thermal, optical, etc.)
and based on the technical characteristics of each system (solar collector, skin façade, etc.). The present article is
the first part of an investigation about BIST modelling and it gives emphasis on the studies which focus on the
interaction between BIST and building (coupled building/system configuration). The study reveals that majority of the
modelling are about BIPV and skin façades while there are very few studies on BIST systems. Thereby, more
investigations on energetic, thermal, optical simulations for BIST installations particularly for active systems (e.g.
active solar thermal collectors) are necessary. On the other hand, innovative ideas such as systems with phase
change materials, nanofluids, concentrating solar thermal could also be examined as a future prospect for
modelling/simulation. The study also shows that further development of environmental models on BIST systems is
required.
ver más...
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PUBLICACIONES SECTORIALES
Informe de Mercado sobre los Servicios de Salud en el Hogar
Publicada en Market Research, 20/04/2015.

Companies in this industry provide a range of skilled nursing and other health care services, as well as personal care
services, to patients in their homes. Major companies include AMEDYSIS, Apria Healthcare Group, Gentiva Health
Services, and Lincare Holdings (all based in the US), along with LVL Médical Groupe (France), Nestor Healthcare
Group (UK) and Revera (Canada). Expenditures on home health services vary significantly from country to country,
according to the World Health Organization (WHO). Most European countries spend between 1 percent and 5
percent of their health care budget on home health care services. (In the US, home health care accounts for 3.3
percent of health care expenditures, according to the Kaiser Family Foundation.) Funding sources include private
pay, taxation (in those countries with nationalized health care systems), compulsory or voluntary insurance, and
charitable contributions or funding from nongovernmental organizations.
ver más...

Informe de Mercado Sistemas de Automatización y control de
edificios en EE.UU. Previsiones y Oportunidades 2020
Publicada en Research and Markets - Telecommunications and Networks, 16/04/2015.

Building automation & control systems market in the United States has been witnessing impressive growth postrecession. With commercial, residential and industrial consumers realizing tremendous energy savings with the
deployment of building automation controls, demand for BAS is increasing significantly. The future of BAS market
also looks bright, with several key federal policies pushing the use of automated solutions, to contain the demand for
energy across the country. With existing retrofit market for BAS products catering to a massive base of older
buildings, market for building automation products and system controls is poised to grow over the next five years.
Evolution of new concepts and major technological contributions are further fueling the demand for building
automation solutions.
ver más...

Informe sobre el Coche Conectado: Previsiones, tecnologías
concurrentes y productores líderes
Publicada en www.businessinsider.com, 10/04/2015.

The connected car is already on the market and generating significant revenue
for car makers and tech companies. By 2020, BI Intelligence estimates that 75%
of cars shipped globally will be built with the necessary hardware to allow people
to stream music, look up movie times, be alerted of traffic and weather
conditions, and even power driving-assistance services such as self-parking. In a
new report from BI Intelligence, we take a deep dive into the connected-car
market. We size the market for connected cars, determine the average selling
price and how it will decline over time, and assess different manufacturers'
approaches.

ver más...
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Oportunidades de Inversión en la Industria de Sistemas de Gestión
Energética
Publicada en Solar Power - Research and Markets, 06/04/2015.

Convergence of service oriented EM companies and technology producers will disrupt the EM market. Supportive
regulations, emerging smart cities, and rising energy costs will usher in a high growth era for EM services. Shorter
payback periods and supportive legislation are attracting investors. Strategic partnerships, acquisitions, and
innovation in service business models will enhance customer value. This study provides an investment analysis of the
EMS industry with insight into growth opportunities and what constitutes excellence in financial management strategy
in the global EMS industry. Growth Capital/Private Equity (PE): A private placement investment made in a mature
stage or middle- market stage company with the intent of enhancing its growth
ver más...
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EVENTOS, FERIAS Y JORNADAS
Asamblea General de la EIP de Smart Cities and Communities (EIPSCC)
Publicada en http://eu-smartcities.eu, 30/04/2015.

Welcome to the registration form of the General Assembly of the EIP Smart
Cities and Communities, to be held on the 21st May in Berlin, at the Metropolitan
Solutions Trade Fair 2015. The morning session is open to the general public
while the afternoon sessions consist of the Action Cluster meetings, only for their
members. Please note the plenary room has limited capacity and members of the
Market Place will have priority to access it. Non-members of the Market Place will
be kindly invited to use the listening room where the event will be web-streamed,
should the plenary room be full. Please bear in mind that to access the venue
you will need to buy a ticket for the Fair. Our members will receive a nearly 50%
discount on the Fair ticket: 25€ for the 3 days instead of 49€. Members registered
will receive an e-mail with the discount code to be used when buying the ticket
here.
ver más...

Barcelona Solar Forum 6 de mayo del 2015 - Cambra de Comerç de
Barcelona
Publicada en www.ascame.org, 30/04/2015.

In the framework of regional capitalization event and citizens seminar of FOSTEr
in MED project, funded by the EU under the ENPI CBC Med Programme,
ASCAME will organize the Barcelona Solar Forum on May 6th. ASCAME is
committed to this initiative and in the framework of the project FOSTEr in MED, is
gathering together in the auditorium of the Chamber of Commerce, Industry and
Navigation of Barcelona, experts in the field of renewable energy, as well as
companies, public authorities, universities and organizations that will analyze the
state of art, sector trends and business development perspectives. The energy
model of the majority of cities in developed countries is characterized by
centralization and unsustainability. Barcelona, as a Mediterranean city, faces the
challenge to increase its solar energy supply, moving towards a more sustainable
energy model, while strengthening the businesses of the sector. If you need
further information, kindly contact the ASCAME General Secretariat:
m.cunill@ascame.org
ver más...
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Beyond Building Barcelona Reenginering CONSTRUMAT 19-23
Mayo 2015
Publicada en www.construmat.com, 30/04/2015.

Beyond Building Barcelona Reenginering CONSTRUMAT. Más allá de las ideas.
Preparados para liderar y acelerar un cambio de paradigma. Vamos más allá del
negocio, del liderazgo, de las relaciones y del conocimiento. 19-23 Mayo 2015.
Barcelona. Recinto Gran Via
ver más...

IOT Solutions World Congress. 18-19 Septiembre 2015, Barcelona
Publicada en http://www.iotsworldcongress.com, 30/04/2015.

The IOT Conference focused on Vertical Markets
The place to be for experts from technology and industrial markets TRACKS
Conferences, Keynote speeches, Testbeds, Tutorials, and Innovation & Talent
Marketplaces
ver más...

IoT Day - Construmat (20 de Mayo) El futuro de los sistemas de
control en la construcción
Publicada en www.secartys.org, 30/04/2015.

El IoT Day se celebrará el próximo 20 de mayo en el marco de la feria Beyond
Building Barcelona-Construmat. Fira de Barcelona, sede del Salón Internacional
de la Construcción Beyond Building Barcelona-Construmat acogerá el próximo
20 de mayo de 2015 el IoT Day, una jornada organizada por el Clúster de la
Domótica, Inmótica y Ciudades inteligentes, Domotys, junto a Fira de Barcelona,
KNX España y LonWorks, en la que se tratarán los conceptos generales del
Internet de las cosas en soluciones verticales para la construcción. El evento, en
el que también colaboran Secartys y la plataforma tecnológica SmartLivingPlat,
estará dirigido por los grandes expertos del sector y reunirá entre sus
participantes a profesionales de las empresas CISCO, Telefónica, IDP, Tecnalia,
Siemens, Think Big Lab, Schneider-Electric, Simon, Amaisys, Nechi Ingeniería,
e-Controls, Carriots, Worldsensing y Afeisa.
ver más...
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Metropolitan Solutions 20-22 Mayo de 2015 Berlin (Alemania)
Publicada en www.metropolitansolutions.de, 30/04/2015.

Perfectly interconnected. Integrated urban projects consist of a variety of
technical components sourced from different suppliers. The conferences at
Metropolitan Solutions will focus on examples of best practice presented by
municipal representatives. Simultaneously, the exhibition will foster matchmaking
between suppliers and users. Each of the keynote themes of Metropolitan
Solutions will be complemented by a program of conferences, seminars and
workshops held at the Exhibition Grounds.

ver más...

X Conference Barcelona Global Energy Challenges.
Publicada en www.bcnenergychallenges.com, 30/04/2015.

After 10 years of work and dedication to become one of the conferences of
reference in the energy sector, we are pleased to announce the 10th edition of
the Barcelona Global Energy Challenges. Throughout this time, our priority has
been to gather leading experts in the sector and create synergies with prestigious
universities and research centers, becoming a meeting point of reference to
debate and share knowledge about the challenges of the energy sector. After
having achieved our goal, we want to celebrate with you all this important
milestone of our 10th anniversary. The contents of this new edition are presented
with more strength than ever. The plenary sessions will analyze the latest
achievements made in energy storage and its role in intelligent grids. Several
workshops in the afternoon will deepen the discussion about the technologies
presented during the plenary sessions.
ver más...
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